nitially published in 1975, the magazine WomenSport was created to help celebrate the sporting achievements of outstanding female athletes and to legitimize women in sports. In the 1970s, communities, schools, colleges, and independent organizations slowly began to provide more competitive opportunities for females.
Women were at last receiving begrudging approval for seeking their athletic potentials. No longer did laws, such as Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments Act requiring equal opportunity, permit private clubs and publicly-funded programs to exclude females. Growing out of this "women in sports phenomenon" was the physical fitness boom. While only a few could become elite athletes, all females could increase their fitness levels and find recreational activities to enjoy. To appeal to this new, larger market in 1984, this magazine changed its target market and title (to Women's Sports and Fitness) . This magazine increasingly provided stories for the average fitness buff along with feature articles about star athletes.
THE PORTRAYAL OF WOMEN IN THE MEDIA
Media treatment of sporting women has been plagued by considerable problems. Poe (1976) examined advertisements in two family and two women's magazines for the years 1928,1956, and 1972 to see how sportswomen were portrayed. She found an emphasis on recreational, non-competitive individual or dual activities and discovered that usually sportswomen were posed, not shown in activity. Rintala and Birrell (1984) also found more females than males in posed shots in their study of the Young Athlete magazine. Boutilier and San Giovanni (1983) found that magazines as diverse as Ms. and Sports Illustrated treated women athletes in quite traditional and stereotypic ways. Hilliard (1984) concluded that magazine feature articles about female tennis players trivialized their athletic achievements. He found that male 121 tennis stars received praise for their physical prowess and skillful performances, while coverage of women players emphasized clothing, hair styles, and mannerisms, thus stressing the stereotypic "feminine" over athletic identities. Kane (1988 Kane ( , 1989 concluded that women in "sex-appropriate" sports were featured significantly more often than those in other sports in her analysis of Sports Illustrated articles and other media coverage. Lumpkin and Williams (1991) , in their comprehensive study of Sports Illustrated feature articles, found that white females in golf, tennis, and swimming received the most coverage. They found black females featured in only basketball, tennis, ice skating, and track and field.
In an examination of televised women's sports, Duncan and Hasbrook (1988) reported a profound ambivalence in the reporting of basketball, surfing, and marathon events. They concluded that a trivialization of female athletes' physical efforts and athletic achievements was one way of denying power to women. Similarly, Lumpkin and Williams (1991) found that male authors of Sports Illustrated feature articles frequently characterized sportswomen using derogatory and sexist terms.
The purpose of this study was to determine if feature articles and covers in the only magazine focusing on sportswomen characterized females traditionally or acclaimed their sporting achievements. The following questions were asked:
1. In which sports did the athletes who were pictured on the covers compete? 2. Were the athletes on the covers pictured actively participating in their sports, or were they posed? 3. With what frequency were black athletes or white athletes pictured on the covers? 4. In which sports did the greatest number of featured athletes compete? 5. In which sports did the athletes written about in the longest feature articles (measured in column inches) compete? 6. In which sports did the athletes who were pictured in the feature articles the greatest number of times compete? 7. Did this magazine reinforce or break down the traditional myth of only certain sports being appropriate for women through its selection of featured female athletes and their sports? 8. With what frequency were black athletes or white athletes the central focus of feature articles? 9. Did this publication reinforce or destroy stereotypic attitudes toward black sportswomen through its selection of featured athletes and their sports? 10. Were the females highlighted in the feature articles ever described using sexist terms by male authors? 11. Did this publication change from its initial emphasis on acclaiming the achievement of female athletes to primarily focusing on recreational activities? 
METHOD

DISCUSSION
The increasing dominance of whites on the magazine's covers who were engaged in recreational activities on the covers of Women's Sports and Fitness suggests a market shift to females more interested in personal fitness and fun than in competitive sports. After the magazine changed its focus in the mid-to late 1980s, fewer athletes were pictured on the covers. Throughout its history, this publication predominately showed athletes in tennis, running, track, golf, figure skating, basketball, swimming, snow skiing, and volleyball, all sex-appropriate sports according to Kane (1988) , except for basketball.
This study's finding that the individuals on the covers seldom were shown actively participating supports findings by Poe (1976) and Rintala and Birrell (1984) that sportswomen frequently have been pictured in posed shots, rather than actively participating. The use of non-athletes on the covers, rather than athletes, amplifies this trend. Such coverage de-emphasizes the sporting achievements of females and is disconcerting in a publication advocating Women's Sports and Fitness activities.
The few black athletes, mainly in basketball and track, pictured on the covers reinforces trends in the coverage of black sportswomen. The sparse coverage given the accomplishments of black athletes could be attributed to marketing economics, fewer black female athletes in sports, or racial discrimination.
Confirming the findings of Kane (1988 Kane ( , 1989 and Lumpkin and Williams (1991) , female athletes in the sports of tennis, running, track, golf, figure skating, swimming, snow skiing, and gymnastics were featured more frequently, in longer articles, and pictured more often. This magazine's treatment reinforces Kane's (1988) claim that reporting disproportionately focuses on what are deemed to be sexappropriate sports.
A few male authors trivialized the achievements of female athletes using sexist terminology. Although only selected blatant examples have been provided, the fact that such language was printed in this magazine raises questions about its goals and confirms the findings of Hilliard (1984) and Duncan and Hasbrook (1988) . We might expect treatment of sportswomen in Sports Illustrated (Lumpkin & Williams, 1991) to be described in more consistent sexist terms, yet, Women's Sports and Fitness was at times just as egregious in its language usage. Additional research is needed to determine how extensively male authors in various other magazines depict sportswomen using sexist terminology.
CONCLUSION
Initially, Women's Sports and Fitness magazine primarily lauded the sporting achievements of female athletes. However, this magazine's attempt to find a market may have actually reinforced several restrictive attitudes: (1) non-athletes, rather than athletes who have achieved significantly in their sports, were more likely to be pictured on this magazine's covers; (2) females pictured on the covers would probably be shown posed, rather than displaying their athletic prowess; (3) black athletes seldom could expect to be featured or pictured; (4) playing aggressive team sports would not lead to as much magazine coverage as would participating in the traditional sex-appropriate sports; and (5) athletes written about by males risked being described in terms devaluing their sporting achievements.
With its changing focus Women's Sport and Fitness may have relinquished its leadership role in promoting active sports competition for women. Its selection of who to feature on covers or in articles and what sports or activities to picture or to describe certainly changed during the years studied. The magazine editors obviously believed that fitness, rather than competitive achievements, appealed to a broader audience. However, with this change, the aspirations of girls and women may be thwarted as they miss the message that being a competitive athlete and female are compatible.
